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1 Introduction

To effectively move in complex and changing environ-
ments, animals have to control locomotor speed and gait,
while precisely coordinating and adapting limb movements
to the terrain. Neural control of locomotion involves dy-
namic interactions between neural circuits at different levels
of the nervous system, biomechanical properties of the mus-
culoskeletal system, and afferent feedback signal from the
periphery [1]. Despite its obvious importance, underlying
mechanisms and properties of the neural circuits involved in
sensorimotor interactions during locomotion remain poorly
understood.

Here, we present a computational neuromechanical
model of mouse hindlimb locomotion to study the mecha-
nisms of sensorimotor integration and the role of different
afferent pathways in the stabilization of locomotion at dif-
ferent speeds and under different environmental conditions.

2 Methods

The model consists of a neural network model of the
spinal circuits controlling and coordinating limb movements
(Fig. 1A,B), coupled with a 2D musculoskeletal model of
the mouse hindlimbs (3 joints and 7 muscles per limb;
Fig. 1C). The neural circuit models were based on our pre-
vious models of central spinal control of interlimb coordi-
nation [2, 3]. Neural populations were modeled as ‘activity-
based’ neuron models. In our model, each hindlimb is con-
trolled by a two-level central pattern generator (CPG) con-
sisting of rhythm generator (RG) and pattern formation net-
works (PF) that actuate hindlimb muscles via premotor cir-
cuits (mediating basic reflexes; not shown) and the corre-
sponding motoneurons (Fig. 1B). Brainstem drive to RGs
activates them to produce the basic locomotor oscillations
and controls the oscillation frequency. Commissural in-
terneurons (CINs) mediate left-right interactions between
the CPGs (Fig. 1A). The PF circuits form motor syner-
gies and generate muscle-specific activation patterns (see
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Figure 1: Model schematic. A: Left and right rhythm generators
(RGs) interacting via commissural interneurons (CINs.) B: Sin-
gle limb control: two-level central pattern generator (CPG) circuit
controlling motoneurons (right) and profiles of neuronal activity
(left). Circuits at the RG level secure flexor-extensor alternation
and control locomotor frequency. Pattern formation (PF) circuits
form synergies and distribute them to the motoneourons. Affer-
ent feedback affects operation of the RGs, PFs and motoneurons.
Spheres represent neural populations, lines represent connections
with excitatory (arrows) or inhibitory (dots) synapses. E: extensor
RG center, F: flexor RG center. C: Musculoskeletal model.
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Figure 2: Example model performance. The neurobiomechanical model exhibits speed-dependent gait expression and stable locomotion on
sloped surfaces. A–C: Stick-diagram representation of limb kinematics for one step-cycle (top), and stance phases (bottom) illustrating the
three main gaits. D: Stick-diagram representation of model running on complex surface with changing slope.

left side of Fig. 1B). Our previous biomechanical model
[4] was adapted to fit mouse characteristics and connected
to neural network model. Muscles were modeled using a
Hill-type model. Calculated velocity- (Ia), force- (Ib) and
length-dependent (II) feedback signals from each muscle as
well as cutaneous feedback from the feet were connected
to and modulated the operation of RGs, motor synergies at
the PF level, and the activity of motoneurons. MO-CMA-
ES (multi-objective covariance matrix adaptation evolution
strategy) was used to find an optimal pattern of afferent feed-
back connections to the spinal circuits that provides stable
locomotion at different speeds during level and slope walk-
ing. Distance travelled was maximized while squared mus-
cle activation and the sum of all torques and forces acting on
the body where minimized.

3 Results

The proposed connectome of spinal circuits and the or-
ganization of afferent feedback allowed the model to closely
reproduce characteristics of mouse locomotion at different
speeds, while being able to adapt to changes in the environ-
ment. Specifically, the model exhibited walking, running
and hopping gaits (comparable to walk, trot, and bound,
respectively) at different locomotor velocities. Walk, a
gait characterized by alternation between the limbs, longer
stance than swing phases, and periods of double support,
was expressed at low speeds (Fig. 2A). Run occurred at in-
termediate speeds and differed from walk by its shorter or
equal stance than swing phase durations (Fig. 2B). Hop oc-
curred at the highest locomotor velocities with simultaneous
movements of the left and right limbs (Fig. 2C).

To test the ability of the model to adapt to different en-
vironments, we simulated its performance on complex sur-
faces. The model demonstrated the ability to locomote on
surfaces with a large range of slopes, including inclining
and declining sections (Fig. 2D). Dynamic interactions be-
tween the neural network, limb biomechanics, and afferent
feedback provided adaptation of motoneuron activity, step-
frequency, and step-length to ensure stable locomotion with
changing slopes (Fig. 2D). When walking on an incline,
extensor motoneuron activity increased and step-length de-

creased. When walking on a decline, these gait parameters
were adjusted in the opposite direction. Removal of disy-
naptic Ib excitation of extensor motoneurons resulted in a
lack of slope-dependent extensor motoneuron modulation
and reduced the range of slopes on which the model was
able to maintain stable locomotion.

To uncover the role of different feedback pathways, we
systematically altered feedback pathways during locomo-
tion at different speeds. Removal of feedback to the RG
(flexor group II excitation of flexor; ankle extensor Ib and
cutaneous feedback excitation of extensor center) during
slow to intermediate speeds caused the model to either fall or
stop moving, while at high speeds, only the step-to-step vari-
ability increased and the model continued to hop. Homony-
mous Ia excitation was necessary to keep balance during
slow walking, but was not necessary for fast locomotion. In-
deed, homonymous Ia excitation decreased locomotor speed
and frequency. Finally, using sensitivity analyses we identi-
fied several feedback pathways that affect locomotor speed.

4 Discussion

By modeling neural circuits together with the muscu-
loskeletal system, we were able to investigate the function
of specific sensory feedback pathways and how these path-
ways interact with the spinal locomotor circuitry to provide
stable locomotion at different speeds and under changing
environmental conditions. Specifically, we found that feed-
back pathways serve different roles depending on speed. We
suggest that supraspinal control of locomotor speed, besides
tonic drive to the CPGs and commissural interneurons [2,5],
includes task-dependent (slow, exploratory, vs. fast, escape-
type locomotion) modulation of the gain of sensory afferent
pathways to the spinal locomotor circuitry.
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